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Basic Jewelry Making Techniques 
 

Basic looped head or eye pins:  
Method 1 �– Cut then bend�… 

1. String selected beads on the head or eye pin.  
2. Keep about 8mm (1/3") of wire. Cut off any extra.  
3. Use round nose pliers to grasp the wire just above the bead, at the 

arrow, and bend sharply away from you.  
4. Now use small round nose pliers to grasp the tip of the wire, and bend 

it smoothly around the pliers down close to the beads.     
 

 
Method 2 �– Bend then cut�… 

5. String selected beads on the head or eye pin.  
6. Use round nose pliers to grasp the wire just above the bead, at the arrow, 

and bend sharply away from you.  
7. Keep about 8mm (1/3") of wire. Cut off any extra.  
8. Now use small round nose pliers to grasp the tip of the wire, and bend it 

smoothly around the pliers down close to the beads.     
 
Wire-wrapped beaded head or eye pins: 
(For best results, use both chain-nose and round-nose pliers.) 

 
1. Use chain-nose pliers to grasp the wire just above the top of the 

bead.  
2. Use your fingers to bend the wire sharply over the top of the pliers, at a 90° angle. 

You should have 2-3mm of straight wire between the bead and the bend 
(less for fine-gauge wire, more for heavy wire or more wraps). 

3. Use round-nose pliers to grasp a spot just above the bend, and use your fingers to 
smoothly bend the wire all the way around the tip of the pliers. 
(For different sizes of loops, bend the wire around thinner or thicker portions of the pliers�’ tip.) 

4. Now use pliers to grasp the wire firmly across the loop. Use your fingers or chain-nose pliers to carefully wrap the 
wire around the stem. For best control, experts recommend you break this step into a series of half wraps. 

5. Trim excess with flush cutters. 

Jump-Ring Hint: 
When you open and close jump rings, twist sideways instead of  
�“ovalling�” them. This keeps their shape better, which makes them 
easier to close all the way. To prevent marks on the ring, use non-
serrated flat-nose pliers. 
 
Enlarging Chain Links: 
If an oval chain link is a bit too small for your jump ring, try using a push-pin or an awl to slightly round/enlarge it by laying the end 
link on a phone book (or Rings & Things catalog), and firmly pressing the awl or push-pin into it. 
 

Un-Soldered Chain Links: 
Open un-soldered chain links the same way you would a jump ring.   
 

Double Jump Rings: 
Double them up for extra security, or a chain-mail look.  
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How to Use Crimps: 
Basic Crimping 

For all crimping, use firm pressure, but don�’t squeeze so hard that you cut the stringing material or break your tools. 
To simply flatten a crimp bead or tube, use fl at-nose pliers. 
To achieve a smaller, rounder crimp, use crimp pliers. 
Use a crimp cover to hide the crimp inside what looks like a 3-4mm round bead. 
Small center-crimp tubes may require needle-nose pliers or fine-tipped fl at-nose pliers. 

 
Crimp Beads 

 

Crimp Covers 

 

Crimp Tubes with Loop 

 
 
Eurotool® standard, micro and mighty crimping pliers 
These work with both base & precious-metal crimp beads & tubes. 
1. Use the outside indent to shape the crimp into an oval. 
2. With the cord on either side of the indent, use the inner 

indent to secure the crimp around the cord. 
3. Move the crimp back to the outer indent to fold it into a 

round shape. 

 
Bullion (aka French Wire): 
Cut two pieces in precise equal lengths (approx ½-¾�”), add one crimp or bead and one piece of bullion 
to the end of wire cable. Loop the cable through one portion of clasp and back through the crimp or 
bead. Pull gently until the bullion is inside finishing bead or flush against the crimp. Crimp closed. 

Cable Thimbles/Wire Guardians 
Prevent wear and reduce abrasion on beading cable.  

 

 

Standard Knots: 
 

 
Square Knot 
 

 
Double-Loop Knot 

 
 

 
Surgeon�’s Knot 
 

 
 
Lark�’s-Head Knot 


